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application for a PC or PC touchscreen that provides access
to security, lighting, temperature, audio/video, cameras, and

T O U C H S C R E E N

S O F T W A R E

much more. The included default interface design can display
in various resolutions and eight different languages.

FEATURES

HTX compatible
Various resolutions available (4:3 ratio only)
Eight languages available
Interface populates based on Omni controller’s PC Access file
Allows third-party touchscreens to operate HAI systems
Works with HAI Automation Studio, or as standalone

Use HAI
Automation
Studio software
to add particular
hardware to the
system or modify
the appearance of
the Touchscreen
graphic interface.

EXAMPLE THIRD-PARTY TOUCHSCREEN – NOT INCLUDED

Upon purchase of OmniTouchPro, languages and available
resolutions are downloadable from www.homeauto.com. The
standard interface can be customized using HAI Automation
Studio software (part number 1126) for a more unique install.
Automation Studio is required to set up surveillance cameras
that you wish to view on your third-party Touchscreen,
and to configure HAI’s HAI Home Theater Extender (HTX).

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

However, you can add up to two HAI Camera Servers (for

500 megahertz (MHz) processor (AMD Geode LX800 or Intel Atom
Z530 equivalent, or higher)

eight surveillance cameras) without Automation Studio.

Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, or Win7

Set up one button on a Touchscreen to close the curtains/

.NET Framework 2.0 or higher

shades, lower a screen, and turn on the appropriate A/V

512MB RAM

equipment. When an HAI home control system is added, you

2GB disk space
Wired or wireless network adapter
Internet connection (for software updating)
Integrated audio/audio card and speakers (for sounds)

gain control of the room’s lighting, temperatures, and more.
HAI OmniTouchPro is intended for use to customize an HAI
system and should be used by installing dealers only. HAI
will not provide technical support for third-party tablets or
Touchscreens.
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HAI OmniTouchPro is an intuitive touchscreen interface

